ALPENCO SAF-T-GUIDER™

Made In USA

Greatly minimize the risk of serious hand injuries with the Alpenco Saf-T-Guider ™. The
Push/Pull, lightweight tool is used for the hands-free guiding and directing of heavy crane and
fork lift loads. Made with an Ash Hard Wood pole with a serrated cast Aluminum head for ease
of arm extension during long reaches. The 18" and 24" models can be carried on your tool belt
for quick access and weighs under 2 lbs. Sizes: 18”, 24”, 36”, 48”, 72”, 96”, and 120”(special
order)
Two styles heads (seen below).

Manufactured by: PENDERGAST SAFETY EQUIPMENT
PH: 215937-1900 Toll Free:800-551-1901

8400 ENTERPRISE AVE, PHILADELPHIA, PA 19153
WWW.ALPENCO.COM

Part # AL ASG-_ _ (size)

Part # AL ASG-_ _ -7710 (size)

Diameter: 1 1/8”

Diameter: 1 1/8”

Ash Wood Pole with dipped sand grip finish
“S” Shaped Serrated Aluminum Cast Head for
Pushing and Pulling

Ash Wood Pole with dipped sand grip finish
Special “C” shaped head for the grabbing and
guiding / pushing and pulling of cables.

Sold by: Each

Sold by: Each

Box quantity: 6 EA

Box quantity: 6 EA

The Ash wood is very strong but light which allows the user to extend the pole outward.
Also the Ash wood will not splinter if it breaks. Remember these poles are for pushing and pulling in
place of your hand and arm, they are not crow bars for prying. The aluminum head will pull/break off
the pole at approximately 300 lbs of pulling/pushing force. If they do snap, it's a soft and non-violent
break without splintering.
*It is recommended that an employee is completely under control and balanced when guiding.
*It is NOT recommended for an employee to use their maximum force to push/pull, the pole is
intended for guiding ONLY.
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